Background: Interruptions can adversely impact human performance, particularly in fast-paced and high-risk
mergency medicine (EM) physicians deliver unscheduled, high-acuity care to multiple patients and have little to no control over incoming workflow, volume, or acuity. Their work is further complicated by frequent interruptions, which may disrupt workflow and introduce patient safety hazards.
1,2 Developing a comprehensive understanding of EM physician workflow, particularly around interruptions, is challenging, yet a deep understanding of physician behaviors around interruptions is critical to the safe, efficient, and effective delivery of care to patients. 3, 4 Several traditional human factors studies have describe the interruptions model timeline as being composed of a primary task (e.g., working on the electronic health record), with a clean break to an interrupting task (e.g., a nurse asking a question) and then resumption of the primary task. 5 However, in complex environments like the emergency department (ED), physicians are constantly attending to and reprioritizing multiple tasks. 6 Challenges of real-world work processes often do not fit the discrete interruption models from the traditional human factors literature, which do not lend themselves well to complexities such as stacked and/or nested interruptions and multitasking. 7, 8 Multiple and different strategies in addressing interruptions have been observed in the real world. [9] [10] [11] Recent studies have adapted these insights into more comprehensive workflow frameworks including different interruption management strategies. 12, 13 In this article, we synthesize and expand upon existing interruption models and propose a three-phase interruption framework. This framework deconstructs interruption episodes into three phases (start transition, engagement, and end transition) allowing for the nonlinear categorization of these episodes. Developing a more robust framework that captures the different behaviors around interruptions in complex environments is important because the different patterns may impact physician cognition and resulting clinical performance differently. [14] [15] [16] After discussion of the framework, we apply it to categorize and discuss real-world EM physician behaviors around interruptions observed in-situ.
METHODS
We propose a three-phase interruption framework, building upon traditional interruption models with the flexibility to capture multitasking behaviors around interruptions. We then used this framework to categorize EM physician tasks before, during, and after interruptions observed in-situ.
Interruption Episode Phases
We codify an interruption episode into three phases: interruption start transition phase (T1), interruption engagement phase (T2), and interruption end transition phase (T3; Figure 1 ). We will refer to an interruption as a discrete event that can start an interrupting task, an interval event. An interrupted task is an interval event interrupted by an interruption. An interruption episode is defined as a combination of T1, T2, and T3. When an interruption occurs during multiple tasks, each interrupted task will be categorized by the framework separately.
T1. There are three T1 categories. The interrupted task can stop when interrupted (T1-A), equivalent to an externally prompted task switch. 13 The interrupted task can continue after the interruption but stop before the end of the interrupting task (T1-B). The interrupted task can continue throughout the interrupting task (T1-C). T1-B and T1-C are examples of concurrent externally prompted multitasking.
13
T2. There are three different T2 categories. The interrupting task can begin and end without new tasks (T2-A). A new task can start and end during the interrupting task (T2-B). A new task can start during the interrupting task and continue after the interrupting task ends (T2-C). T2-B and T2-C are examples of voluntary concurrent multitasking if the new tasks are not externally prompted.
T3. The T3 has four categories. The interrupted task can resume directly after completion of the interrupting task (T3-A). The interrupted task can continue through the end of the interrupting task (T3-B). The interrupted task can resume after the completion of the interrupting task with a resumption lag (i.e., delay) or not resume at all (T3-C and T3-D, respectively). 14 A rapid transition between T1-A, T2-A, and T3-A can be considered interleaved externally prompted multitasking. 13 Back-to-back Interruptions. Back-to-back interruption episodes, or interruption clusters, are unique situations where a new interruption interrupts an existing interrupting task. We will consider the second interrupting task as an externally initiated new task captured in the T2 categories.
Examples of Two Interruption Episodes
Two interruption episode examples and their corresponding categories are described below.
Single Task. An EM physician is placing a medication order in the computer. The nurse interrupts the physician concerning a critical patient. The physician leaves the computer to attend to the patient. After stabilizing the patient, the physician returns to the computer to complete the order. This example is coded as [T1-A, T2-A, T3-C] as it took some time for the physician to return and log back onto the computer before completing the order.
Multitasking. A physician is placing a medication order on the computer while talking on the phone with a radiologist for a consult. A resident interrupts the physician concerning a patient's adverse medication reaction. The physician stops the computer order task but continues the phone discussion while looking over patient records. After the interruption is resolved, the physician continues discussion with the radiologist but does not return to the computer order. 
Data Collection
A task tracking application was loaded on tablets and used by observers to document EM physician tasks and interruptions during an in-situ time-motion study. Observers selected from a list of 10 tasks (Table 1) , adapted from previous interruption literature in the ED and a primary care office. 17, 18 An interruption starts the associated interrupting task, both having the same task category (e.g., advice seeking from other physician would be considered a physician task). The task-tracking application allows users to record the start and stop times of each task, toggle between tasks, and select multiple tasks when task switching or multitasking is occurring.
Data Source
Eighteen EM physicians from three different urban hospitals were observed individually in 2-hour sessions, resulting in a total of 36 hours (2,160 minutes) of observational data. Two observers dually coded one 2-hour session to determine inter-rater reliability. Over the course of the 2-hour session there was 86% agreement between the observers. Observers did not follow the physicians inside patient rooms or during breaks to maintain privacy. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at MedStar Health Research Institute. For this analysis, we only consider interruption episodes in which the participant engaged the interrupting task. Interruptions that were rejected by the participant were excluded from this analysis. Other Participant is engaged in a task not covered by the nine previous categories (e.g., speaking to security personnel, hand washing, eating)
RESULTS
A total of 457 interruption episodes were observed during the 36 hours. A total of 109 (23.9%) episodes involved multiple interrupted tasks and 38 (8.3%) were back-to-back interruption episodes. During 276 (60.4%) interruption episodes, participants chose to multitask during at least one interruption phase.
T1
The interrupted task was immediately suspended 348 (76.1%) times, T1-A. Interrupted tasks continued but stopped before the end of the interrupting task 58 (12.7%) times, T1-B, while 51 (11.1%) interrupted tasks continued throughout the interrupting task, T1-C, most often during physician and nurse interruptions.
T2
Participants engaged in new self-initiated tasks during the interrupting task 164 (35.9%) times, often engaging with another physician or nurse. Most of these new tasks ended before the interrupting task.
T3
Participants did not directly resume the interrupted task in 284 (62.1%) interruption episodes. Participants resumed the interrupted task immediately after the interrupting task 74 (16.2%) times, T3-A. Physicians resumed the interrupted task before the end of the interrupting task 77 (16.8%) times. This often occurred when the interruption came from a nurse.
Back-to-back Interruptions
There were 38 back-to-back interruption episodes, or interruption clusters. Thirty-three clusters involved only two back-to-back interruptions, four involved three back-to-back interruptions, and one involved four back-to-back interruptions. Nurses and physicians most commonly initiated and continued these interruption clusters. Most of the back-to-back episodes were T1-A, T2-A, and T3-A. However, 34.2% of these back-toback episodes involved multitasking.
DISCUSSION
Categorizing an interruption by different phases offers a more comprehensive approach for understanding task behaviors and prospectively study the clinical impact of interruptions in complex environments like the ED. Using the expanded three-phase interruption framework we captured and categorized EM physician task behaviors around 457 interruption episodes, highlighting the prevalence of multitasking during interruptions. Our framework demonstrates the complexity of cognitive behavior by physicians. For example, back-toback interruptions were observed and categorized, primarily between nurses and physicians. These situations can be particularly risky given there may be an additive effect of distracting physicians, further separating physicians (i.e., temporally, physically) from their initial task. 19, 20 Since physicians are often interrupted at the computer, 1 these insights can be built into both decision support systems and task management systems, thereby linking the understanding of task behaviors to the clinical context and decisions in the real world.
LIMITATIONS
No observations were conducted in patient rooms. We were not able to capture and understand if physicians responded to and engaged with interruptions (for example, from pages and phone calls) differently while seeing patients. This study is limited by the ability of the observers to track and categorize multiple tasks especially during complex rapid task transitions, which could underrepresent the complexities in EM physician workflows. In addition, any number of tasks and transitions can occur during T2, a current framework limitation requiring additional consideration.
CONCLUSION
We present and use a three-phase interruption model to deconstruct and categorize different aspects of task behaviors around interruption episodes. This framework expands upon existing interruption models and can be used to prospectively study the clinical impact of interruptions.
